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Clean the floor with the machine or 
by using a hand tool. The triggers 
on the handle will activate the 
brush and apply solution based on 
application mode. NOTE: The machine 
can be used in a pull or push direction.

Lift-up the brush and suction 
unit by pressing the foot 
pedal.

After work process is 
completed switch off the 
machine by pressing the On/
Off button.

Depending on the application
method pre-spray approved 
product onto the floor.

Unwind power cord 
completely and plug it in.

Assemble the brush.
Attention: Ensure you use the
appropriated brush type.

Depending on the application
method dose the needed 
product into the fresh water.

Determine if deep cleaning
(extraction) or interim 
cleaning (encapsulation) is 
required.

Fill fresh water into solution
tank with a coupling hose or 
by using a bucket. Or fill using 
a dispensing system.

Turn on the machine by  
pressing the On/Off button.

Choose the application mode 
you need.
I. for encapsulation
II for deep cleaning  extraction
NOTE: Vacuum will only turn on 
during II mode.

Adjust the working position 
that you feel comfortable 
with.

Lower the brush and suction 
unit by pressing the front foot 
pedal down. You will notice 
the brush and vacuum lower.

Adjust the brush position
according to the carpet pile.

Unplug the main cord and wind 
it up properly.

Flush out the solution and
recovery tank.

Empty fresh water into a sink
through the blue market 
draining hose or into a bucket 
by using the additional 
draining hose.
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www.diversey.comATTENTION: Do not use the machine before you have read and understood the operating instructions!

Empty the waste water tank 
by using the hose with the red 
mark.
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Flush out the cover and the
floating unit.

Uncouple the recovery tank 
cover from the hoses and 
detach the floating unit.
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Periodically check the valve 
and the fresh water filter.

Flush the brush with clear 
water.
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Store the machine after 
working and leave the covers 
open to allow air to circulate.

Wipe down the machine and 
allow to dry.
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Remove the brush.
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